Abstract: Inhibition of amyloid β peptide (Aβ) aggregation is an important goal due to the connection of this process with Alzheimer's disease. Traditionally, inhibitors were developed with an aim to retard the overall macroscopic aggregation. However, recent advances imply that approaches based on mechanistic insights may be more powerful. In such approaches, the microscopic steps underlying the aggregation process are identified, and it is established which of these step(s) lead to neurotoxicity. Inhibitors are then derived to specifically target steps involved in toxicity. The Aβ aggregation process is composed of at minimum three microscopic steps: primary nucleation of monomers only, secondary nucleation of monomers on fibril surface, and elongation of fibrils by monomer addition. The vast majority of toxic species are generated from the secondary nucleation process: this may be a key process to inhibit in order to limit toxicity. Inhibition of primary nucleation, which delays the emergence of toxic species without affecting their total concentration, may also be effective. Inhibition of elongation may instead increase the toxicity over time. Here we briefly review findings regarding secondary nucleation of Aβ, its dominance over primary nucleation, and attempts to derive inhibitors that specifically target secondary nucleation with an aim to limit toxicity.
Introduction
Nucleation of amyloid β peptide (Aβ) aggregates on the surfaces of Aβ fibrils has emerged in the past decade as a major pathway for the generation of molecular species responsible for cellular toxicity and autocatalytic proliferation of fibrillar aggregates [1] [2] [3] [4] . Primary nucleation involves monomers only, and may occur in bulk (Fig. 1a) or on a foreign surface (Fig. 1b) . Monomer-dependent secondary nucleation is defined as a process whereby nucleus formation from monomers is catalyzed by aggregates composed of the same type of monomeric building blocks (Fig. 1c) . The monomers thus form a nucleus on the surface of an already existing aggregate (Fig. 1c) . By definition, secondary nucleation happens in the presence of a parent seed aggregate of the same kind of monomers. Secondary nucleation is thus not the same as heterogeneous primary nucleation (Fig. 1b) , which happens in the vicinity of foreign surfaces of for example phosholipid membranes [5] , nanoparticles [6, 7] , at the air-water interface [8] or any surfaces present in the system. Both secondary nucleation and heterogeneous primary nucleation speed up the aggregation process, and thus share some similarities on an energetic level, although the effect on the macroscopically observable kinetics curves may not be the same. The molecular mechanisms of the two nucleation processes and the catalytic roles of the surfaces are probably different. Both surfaces may provide "binding sites", or merely surface accumulation of monomers, whereby increased local concentration of monomers may govern nucleation. However, only the aggregate of the same kind of monomers has a structure that the forming nucleus can copy and that the new aggregate can take up. Only secondary nucleation can lead to autocatalytic amplification of aggregate mass.
Several devastating human diseases are linked to amyloid formation of a defined set of proteins [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . The close connection with neurodegenerative conditions such as Alzheimer's and Parkinson's diseases motivates detailed studies of secondary nucleation of amyloid formation. The goal of these studies is to unravel the molecular determinants of secondary nucleation, including enhancing and attenuating factors, as well as its underlying mechanism and composite molecular steps. These composite steps may include arrival at the fibrils surface, product formation and release (Fig. 1c) . A number of scenarios are possible as to the detailed sequence of events and structural features involved ( Fig. 2) and it is also possible that multiple such pathways co-exist. Defining the molecular requirements for secondary nucleation, and its generation of neurotoxic species, will facilitate the design and search for potent secondary nucleation inhibitors. This will make it possible to interfere with secondary nucleation and limit toxicity. The analogy with secondary nucleation processes in many other self-assembling systems, implies that it may be possible to reach a general physicochemical understanding of the process. There is for example a long history of literature on industrial crystallization methods, where control over secondary nucleation is key to deriving products with well-defined structure and function (for review see Ref. [15] ). Taking control over secondary nucleation of amyloid-forming peptides may aid both in therapeutic intervention in amyloid diseases and in forming distinct products with unique materials properties.
Monomer-dependent secondary nucleation of Aβ was reported as late as 2013, although this key microscopic step was established in many systems since the start of the 1900s [15] [16] [17] [18] . There are many examples of 3D assembly formation processes for which secondary nucleation has been found to accelerate the propagation of aggregates with the same structure as the parent seed. This includes for example crystallization of proteins and small molecules [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] formation of nanoparticles [25, 26] , zeolites [27] , and other assemblies of inorganic and organic compounds [15, 28, 29] . In addition to experimental observations, secondary nucleation has been inferred from molecular dynamics simulations of the crystallization of Lennard-Jones particles to depend on the relative strength of solvent-solvent, solute-solute and solvent-solute interactions [24] . In terms of protein aggregation processes, secondary nucleation of protein monomers on the surface of existing protein fibers was established in the 1980s for the formation of actin filaments and the fibrous aggregates of sickle cell hemoglobin [30] [31] [32] . Secondary nucleation is reported to be enantio-specific [19] , and has been suggested to explain prion propagation [33] . . Secondary nucleation involves monomers of one substance on the surface of an already existing aggregate of the same substance (c). Elongation occurs by monomer addition to the ends of fibrils (d). Green spheres symbolize monomers, but does not refer to their structure which is more or less extended in cases of amyloid peptides. Blue cuboids symbolize amyloid fibrils.
Some commonly used definitions of nuclei, oligomers and seeds
Very small clusters of monomers have a high interfacial energy towards water and hence a high free energy per monomer; as a consequence, they have a high probability to dissociate into their component monomers. A critical nucleus is often defined as the smallest aggregate which grows faster by monomer addition than it dissociates back to smaller aggregates and monomers. Oligomers is a wider definition and includes many kinds of assemblies containing more than one monomer. The definition of oligomers may be operational. i.e. including all aggregated species eluting in a certain range of volumes from a size exclusion column, all aggregates that grow more slowly than fibrils, all aggregates that have a different structure than fibrils, all aggregates that are more toxic than fibrils, or it may be defined as all aggregates within a defined size range, e.g. 2-30 mers irrespective of their structure. Oligomers can be formed both by primary and secondary nucleation processes. However, once a critical concentration of Aβ fibrils are formed by primary nucleation, i.e. over the major part of the reaction time-course, secondary nucleation is the process that most rapidly increases the number of oligomers. The term "fibrillar oligomers" might be used to refer to oligomers that have converted to fibrillar structure but are transiently much shorter than the fibrils present at equilibrium. The term seed is typically used for fibrils that are added to a supersaturated monomer solution; this leads to rapid generation of new fibrils with the same morphology, chirality and local packing of monomers as in the seed [19] . The seed fibrils may collected at the end of a quiescent reaction, and used as is, or if the goal of the seeding experiment is to study the relative rates of elongation and secondary nucleation, then the fibrils may also be mechanically broken before use to increase the number of ends per fibril length. Seeds can have an operational definition and may then include all species that speed up the aggregation of monomers compared to monomers alone at the same concentration.
Amyloid formation mechanisms are challenging to study
It is relevant to ask why the understanding of amyloid protein aggregation mechanisms is lagging behind the understanding of several other self-assembling systems as mentioned above. Amyloid proteins are for many reasons challenging to study, and some early investigations suffered form large sample-to-sample variations in the observed kinetics data, which made detailed mechanistic analysis impossible. A bottle-neck was the difficulties in early work to obtain the amyloid proteins in sequence homogeneous and pure form. Moreover, many amyloid proteins display very slow homogeneous primary nucleation, and are therefore highly sensitive to any variation in solution conditions as well as to any variation in the area and character of all surfaces of the systems under study [7] , including those of the sample containers a well as the air-water-interface [8] . Another reason for the relatively slow development might be that, in part, the amyloid field was hypothesis driven -mechanism were postulated and published, and experiments were then designed to prove or disprove mechanisms, one-by-one. We argue that a faster route might be to apply a more unbiased chemical kinetics approach.
A chemical kinetics approach
A chemical kinetics approach [34] operates as follows. First, methodology is established to (i) obtain the protein or peptide of interest in sequence homogeneous and ultra-pure form, (ii) produce supersaturated solutions of isolated monomer, and (iii) take control over solution conditions as well as the inertness and area of all surfaces present in the experimental system. Second, a wealth of data of aggregate mass versus time is collected for initially supersaturated samples at a range of monomer concentrations. Third, models of increasing complexity are fitted to all data globally, and the minimal model that can reproduce all data satisfactorily is chosen [35] . Fourth, the chosen model is used to predict the outcome of new experiments with altered starting conditions. These experiments are conducted and the model is either validated or discarded, and a more complex model may be needed to explain all data. The model obtained using such an approach represents a mechanism that is compatible with all data; however, one can never exclude the possibility that there is some other mechanism and model that could possibly fit all data, or that the model used is an over-simplification.
A chemical kinetics approach to Aβ42 aggregation
Aβ42 is a surface-active peptide with amphiphatic sequence (Fig. 3) , and was colloquially known as "the peptide from hell" [37] because failure to purify and handle Aβ42 had lead to irreproducible results and hampered quantitative analysis. Application of a chemical kinetics approach to Aβ42 was thus a formidable challenge and required an optimization of the whole work-flow for the kinetic experiment. Recombinant peptide was chosen because of the much superior fidelity of translation at the ribosome compared to chemical peptide synthesis. Expression provides a homogeneous sequence and avoids the high cost, high error frequency and batch-to-batch variation of synthetic peptides, factors that distort the kinetics [38] . Expression "as is" with no tags, except the starting Met residue that precedes Asp1, made it possible to design an affordable purification protocol based on scalable procedures such as ion exchange and size exclusion chromatography [39] . Critical to the experimental setup, ultra-pure peptide was isolated in monomeric form and stored at −20 °C as multiple identical aliquots, and monomers were again isolated by gel filtration just prior to starting the aggregation kinetics. Each chromatographic step may lead to large (up to 50 %) losses of peptide; however, the additional gel filtration step is absolutely key to obtaining results that are reproducible between repeats of the experiment and over peptide batches. Other key considerations in the experimental setup includes the extensive degassing of buffers, optimization of the concentration of the reporter dye, thioflavin T (ThT), to an interval where its fluorescence signal is linearly dependent on the mass concentration of fibrils [1] , and where its presence does not affect the formation kinetics [40] , as well as choosing as small and inert as possible surfaces of the reaction containers. The use of half-area 96-well back polystyrene plates with PEG-coated surface is based on a QCMd study that failed to observe any interaction of Aβ with PEGylated surfaces, in contrast to most other surfaces [41] . Once all these factors are controlled, Aβ42 aggregates in a highly reproducible manner on precisely the same time-scale for every repeat with identical starting conditions [42] . This is expected in analogy with other self-assembling systems, for which highly pure macroscopic samples and controlled conditions lead to high reproducibility in reaction rates as well as the morphologies of the formed aggregates.
Secondary nucleation of Aβ42 -global analysis of non-seeded data
The chemical kinetics approach was applied to Aβ42 from Alzheimer's disease. The first set of experimental data included the concentration-dependent time course of amyloid fibril formation from solutions of Aβ42 monomers at a range of initial concentrations at quiescent conditions, 37 °C, 20 mM sodium phosphate buffer, 0.2 mM EDTA, 0.02 % (w/v) NaN 3 , pH 8.0 [1] . The reaction was kick-started by a temperature jump from zero to 37 °C, and aggregation monitored using thioflavin T (ThT) fluorescence in a plate reader. We failed to fit the Aβ42 data using master equations describing primary nucleation and fibril growth processes only (Fig. 4a) . Our data shows a lag phase followed by sharp, almost exponential, growth in the fibril mass, which was not captured by models lacking secondary nucleation pathways. Addition of a filament fragmentation step, as had explained a range of other data [43] , resulted in steeper curves but also a weaker concentration dependence than what was observed and thus, did not lead to any improvement of the global fit to all curves (Fig. 4b) . However, if secondary nucleation of monomers on the surface of fibrils [44] [45] [46] [47] was added besides primary nucleation and elongation, it was possible to obtain reasonable global fits to all data points for the concentration-dependent aggregation kinetics (Fig. 4c ). In principle, all fibril-dependent processes that lead to increased number of aggregates may be called secondary nucleation. Thus in some literature, fragmentation is also called secondary nucleation. In a global kinetic analysis, monomer-dependent secondary nucleation can be distinguished from fragmentation based on the steepness of the transitions of individual curves in relation to the monomer-dependence of the transition mid-point (Fig. 4c vs. 4b, [1, 47] ), although the difference between the two models is smaller in cases where monomer-dependent secondary nucleation saturates [2] .
Seeded experiments confirm secondary nucleation of Aβ42
The global kinetic analysis (Fig. 4 ) provided initial evidence of the role of monomer-dependent secondary nucleation in Aβ42 aggregation. One key prediction was that the addition of small amounts of preformed fibrils (seeds) would bypass the primary nucleation process, resulting in almost all new fibrils being generated through secondary nucleation. Indeed, it was observed that the addition of a seed quantity so small that the sigmoidal-like shape of the growth curve is conserved, changed the timescale of the aggregation reaction to such an extent that the entirety of the peptide was converted into aggregates before the corresponding reaction in the absence of seeds had proceeded through the lag phase (Fig. 5, [1] ). These data confirmed that the presence of a fibril-dependent nucleation process.
Isotope labeling identifies Aβ42 monomers as the origin of new aggregates during secondary nucleation
As a second set of validation, radio-isotope labeling was used to pinpoint the origin of the new aggregates that were generated in the presence of fibrils. One set of experiments employed radio-active monomer mixed with unlabeled seeds, and another set employed unlabeled monomer mixed with radioactive seeds. Both kinds of samples were incubated until half the monomers were converted to fibrils, the point in time where the oligomer concentration is close to its maximum. Fibrils were removed by centrifugation and the super- natant separated by size exclusion chromatography to remove monomers and isolate oligomers for radiocounting. By this procedure, oligomers become defined as aggregated species eluting between the void and the monomers, but without overlap with the monomer peak, i.e. ca. 3-mers to 20-mers. Radioactive oligomers were found to be formed in the sample where radioactive monomer had been mixed with unlabeled seeds, but not in the sample where unlabeled monomer had been mixed with radioactive seeds (Fig. 6) . Thus, the new aggregates were generated from monomer in a fibril-catalyzed reaction, and not due to fragmentation of the fibrils. In summary, kinetic analysis indicated that the aggregation mechanism is dominated by a secondary pathway, while seeded experiments and the use of radioactive peptide showed that secondary nucleation produces new aggregates from monomer in the presence of fibrils [1] .
Secondary nucleation of Aβ variants, α-syn and amylin
After monomer-dependent secondary nucleation was established for Aβ42 [1] , it was found for Aβ40 [2] , for N-terminally modified Aβ42 variants [48, 49] and for mutational variants leading to early onset Alzheimer's disease [50] [51] [52] . Another protein for which secondary nucleation is prominent is α-syn involved in Parkinson's disease. In this case, the mechanism of fibril propagation and growth is highly dependent on pH and at neutral pH the reaction is dominated by elongation of seeds [53] . Secondary nucleation occurs at mildly acidic pH, below pH 6.0, and was inferred from global fits to aggregation data, and confirmed using seeding experiments, as well as analyses of monomer-fibril interaction and size distribution [53, 54] . Secondary nucleation in amyloid formation has also been reported for insulin [55] and amylin [56] involved in diabetes. . Both samples were incubated until half the monomers had converted to fibrils, which were removed by centrifugation. The supernatant was subjected to size-exclusion chromatography to remove monomer and to collect the oligomer fractions. Radiooligomers were detected for sample A (green bar) but not for sample B (blue bar). This shows that new aggregates (oligomers) are generated from monomer in a reaction catalyzed by the seed fibrils. For a reaction starting from 5 μM radioactive monomer ca. 75 nM radioactive oligomers were detected [1] .
Connection between microscopic processes and macroscopic observations
Amyloid reactions are often studied by methods that monitor the concentration of monomers or fibrils as a function of time and thus report on the overall progression of the reaction, as reviewed [57] . Sigmoidal curves are typically observed and may be divided into three phases: the lag phase, the transition phase and the final plateau. However, none of these three phases can be ascribed to a single microscopic process. All microscopic processes underlying the overall reaction are active during all phases of the reaction [32, 47, 57] . Typical samples used in aggregation studies contain 6 · 10 8 -3 · 10 16 monomers (1-500 μl of 1 nM -100 μM). Therefore, the reaction can be described in terms of rate constants and activities and the reaction time course will be the same each time an identical sample is studied [42, 58] .
For a reaction starting from Aβ42 monomer only, the time span where only primary nucleation takes place extends ca 10 −7 % into the lag phase [57] ; after this elongation of fibrils and thereby secondary nucleation takes place. The monomer concentration stays close to constant during the entire lag phase and primary nucleation occurs with close to constant rate during the entire lag phase. The rate of primary nucleation is for the majority of the reaction time course overshadowed by the many orders of magnitude faster secondary nucleation, which occurs with highest rate at the mid-point of the macroscopic transition where both fibril and monomers are present at ca. 50 % of their maximum concentration. Thus if any of the three macroscopic phases should be called the nucleation phase, that would be the transition phase.
The duration of the lag time is in most cases not strongly influenced by the primary nucleation rate, but rather by growth and proliferation by secondary nucleation processes. After establishing that Aβ42 aggregation is dominated by monomer-dependent secondary nucleation [1] , it was found that Aβ42 fibrils can be detected from very early stages of the lag phase [59] . The fibril concentration grows almost exponentially during the lag phase (proportional to cosh(k · t) − 1) [32, 59] ), but cannot be detected by most bulk techniques until on the order of 1 % of the monomers have been converted to fibrils, i.e. at the end of the lag phase. Fibrils during the lag phase can be observed using cryo-TEM or inferred using trapping in centrifugal filters and seeding of fresh monomer [59] .
Factors modulating secondary nucleation
The rate of secondary nucleation depends on the interfacial energy, the molar volume of the solid phase and the difference in chemical potential between the solution and solid phase [60, 61] . The rate and mechanism of secondary nucleation is thus highly sensitive to extrinsic factors such as temperature and solution composition, as well as to intrinsic factors such as point mutations and extensions and truncations of the peptide sequence. A remarkable example is the effect of temperature, in which case it was found that secondary nucleation is relatively insensitive to temperature. While primary nucleation and elongation both proceed at higher rate the higher the temperature; secondary nucleation has a weak opposite temperature dependence with slightly higher rate at lower temperature [62] . Increasing the ionic strength of the solution increases the rate of aggregation by screening the electrostatic repulsion between monomers and between monomers and fibrils [63, 64] . Moreover, screening of electrostatic repulsion speeds up the association of monomers with fibrils more than nucleation and product release, leading to Michaelis Menten-like kinetics, a-kin to enzyme kinetics, and saturation of the rate of secondary nucleation at high monomer concentration [64] . The fibril surface acts as a catalyst; monomer is the substrate with affinity for the catalytic surface, the nucleated species is the product, and product release becomes the rate-limiting step at high monomer concentration. Similar behavior is observed close to neutral pH [52] . The search for intrinsic factors may be inspired both by the occurrence of early-onset familial mutations and the information provided by solid-state NMR structures [30] on which residue side-chains are exposed on the Aβ42 fibril (Fig. 3) . Increased rate of secondary nucleation with saturation at high monomer concentration has been observed for familial mutations making the peptide less negatively charged [51] or increasing the hydrophobicity of the N-terminus [52] , and for the C-terminally truncated form, Aβ40 [2] . Extension of the unstructured N-terminus of Aβ42, on the contrary, slows down both primary and secondary nucleation [48] . Importantly, secondary nucleation of Aβ42 is prevalent also in a body fluid such as cerebrospinal fluid [65] (Frankel et al., unpublished) and in the presence of phospholipid membranes [66, 67] . A recent study of truncated α-syn variants shows that removal of the negatively charged C-terminus moves the range for secondary nucleation towards neutral pH [68] .
Specificity of secondary nucleation
Secondary nucleation happens on the surface of an aggregate formed from the same kind of monomers and is thereby by definition specific. It is still of interest to ask whether fibrils formed of closely related peptides, such as Aβ length variants, or fibrils formed from a more distant protein, catalyze on their surface the nucleation of one or the other protein. A striking example is provided by Aβ40 and Aβ42, which on their own display significant secondary nucleation. Several studies have found an acceleration of Aβ40 aggregation in the presence of Aβ42 monomers and a slight retardation of Aβ42 aggregation in the presence of Aβ40 monomers ( [69] and references therein). When produced in ultra-pure form as recombinant peptides, each monomer type is only accelerated by fibrils of the same length variant and no cross-catalysis is observed [69] . This signifies that Aβ42 is unable to copy the structure of the Aβ40 fibril and Aβ40 is unable to copy the structure of the Aβ42 fibril. An example of more distant proteins is provided by Aβ42 and α-syn. In this case, heterogeneous primary nucleation of Aβ42 aggregates seems to occur on fibrillar α-synuclein [70] .
Inhibition of amyloid formation -a mechanistic perspective
Significant efforts are spent trying to find inhibitors of amyloid formation, with anticipation that this could provide therapeutic intervention of amyloid diseases. Recent advances in finding the underlying microscopic steps in amyloid formation now makes it possible to tailor inhibitors to specifically suppress certain steps [3, 71] . This is facilitated by the fact that the effect on the macroscopically observable aggregation curve will be very different depending on which microscopic process is inhibited (Fig. 7a-c) . The identification of secondary nucleation as a major generator of toxicity makes it especially valuable to find compounds that interfere with this step as this can limit the total number of toxic species formed (Fig. 7e) . Inhibition of primary nucleation may also be beneficial because although such approach may not decrease the number of oligomers formed over time, it can significantly delay their appearance and thereby the toxicity (Fig. 7d) . In contrary, inhibition of elongation may increase the number of oligomers formed over time, because a larger fraction of the reactive flux proceeds via secondary nucleation (Fig. 7e) .
A key experiment for pinpointing which microscopic process is reduced by a specific inhibitor, involves monitoring aggregation kinetics at a fixed initial monomer concentration of the amyloid protein in the absence and presence of inhibitor at a series of concentrations. The data are then fitted assuming that either one rate constant is reduced while the others remain unchanged to see if any of those scenarios agree with the data. If needed more than one rate constant may be allowed to take curve-specific values. Light and heavy seeding in the absence and presence of inhibitor will then strengthen the conclusions, if relevant.
The Brichos chaperone -the first example of a secondary nucleation inhibitor
The first secondary nucleation inhibitor of Aβ aggregation to be discovered was the Brichos chaperone domain from lung surfactant protein C [3] . The natural function of this domain is to prevent amyloid formation of a surface active segment of the lung surfactant protein C, but the domains has a profound effect also on the aggregation of Aβ40 and Aβ42 [72] . The first indication that the Brichos domain is a secondary nucleation inhibitor came from the failure to fit aggregation kinetics data for Aβ42 in the presence of Brichos, at a range of concentrations, assuming either that Brichos reduces the rate constant for primary nucleation (Fig. 8a) or that it reduces the rate constant for elongation (Fig. 8b) . However, a remarkable agreement between the calculated curves and the observed data was found if the rate constant for secondary nucleation was reduced (Fig. 8c, [3] ).
Selective inhibition of secondary nucleation
Indeed, the data at the highest Brichos concentration (red data in Fig. 8 ) could be fitted if the rate constant for secondary nucleation was set to zero while the rate constants for primary nucleation and elongation were kept at the same values as in the absence of Brichos. This remarkable selectivity, complete inhibition of one microscopic step with no observable effect on other steps, was further challenged by adding higher concentration of Brichos, up to three times the concentration where complete inhibition is observed, but no additional effects were observed [3] . The Brichos chaperone domain from lung surfactant protein C is thus highly selective and suppresses secondary nucleation with no effect on primary nucleation or elongation. Brichos domains are found in many other proteins with amyloidogenic segments, for example in the protein Bri2. At high concentration of Bri2-Brichos, additional effects on elongation were observed [71] . , k + = 3 · 10 6 M −1 s −1 [1] . Each colored curve was calculated with two rate constants were fixed at the values above, and the rate constant for the process indicated above the panel reduced by a series of factors as indicated next to each curve. The nucleation rate of over time was calculated using the concentration of fibril as displayed in panels a-c, and the concentration of monomer as 3 μM (1 -f), where f is the fraction of monomers in fibrils.
Seeded experiments confirm inhibition of secondary nucleation
The effect on secondary nucleation was validated by experiments in which the addition of small amounts of preformed fibrils (seeds) were added to bypass the primary nucleation process, resulting in almost all new fibrils being generated through secondary nucleation. These experiments were repeated in the absence and presence of Brichos (Fig. 9) . The remarkable shortening of the lag phase already at low seed concentration as observed in the absence of Brichos (Fig. 9a) , was completely abolished in the presence of Brichos (Fig. 9b) , thus the data confirmed that the presence of Brichos inhibited the fibril-dependent nucleation process [3] .
Binding experiments indicate interaction of Brichos with fibrils
Secondary nucleation inhibitors could in principle act by biding to fibrils, thereby competing with Aβ monomers for binding to the catalytic sites, or by interacting with newly formed aggregates preventing their conversion and growth. The results of surface plasmon resonance studies imply that Brichos binds with relatively high affinity to immobilized fibrils (K D was estimated to be 40 nM) but not to immobilized monomers (Fig. 10a, [3] ). Using immunogold-labeled anti-Brichos antibody, the binding to fibrils was also inferred from transmission electron microscopy images (Fig. 10b, [3] ).
Brichos reduces toxicity during Aβ42 aggregation
A critical feature of secondary nucleation is that it can generate significant concentrations of oligomeric aggregates (Fig. 7d-f) , and oligomers are found to be toxic to neuronal cells [73, 74] . Several studies have shown that secondary nucleation generates toxicity, through a reaction involving both fibril seeds and monomer, see for example [1, 3, 75] . The toxicity emerging during aggregation of Aβ42 was found to be drastically reduced in the presence of Brichos (Fig. 11) . The efficacy of Brichos to limit toxicity was observed in experiments using cell lines [3] , mouse brain slices [3] and fruit flies [76] . The experiments with cell lies and mouse brain slices were setup to study the toxicity emerging during seed-catalyzed aggregation reactions. The toxicity to cells was evaluated using MTT and caspase assays, which are complicated by the fact that the entire life and metabolism of the cells is translated to a single spectroscopic readout. Electrophysiology measurements of γ oscillations in mouse brain slices may provide a more direct readout of the effect on cellular processes connected to memory and learning. Yet, the effects arising during an ongoing Aβ42 aggregation process were diminished in the presence of Brichos in both systems (Fig. 11, [3] ). Transgenic flies (Drosophila melanogaster) expressing human Aβ42 and Brichos in the central nervous system displayed improved lifespan and locomotor function compared to flies expressing only Aβ42 [76] . Brichos was found to bind to Aβ42 deposits in the brain thereby reducing the toxic effect although significant Aβ42 aggregation was taking place in both kinds of transgenic files.
Phage display libraries in search of secondary nucleation inhibitors
Inspired by the successful identification of Brichos as a selective secondary nucleation inhibitor, which very effectively limits toxicity, we set out to explore whether additional proteins with the same effect could be identified. To this end we used phage display libraries of antibody fragments, so called single chain variable domains, scFvs [77, 78] . Three rounds of phage display selection were set up with intervening amplification in Escherichia coli (Fig. 12, [79] ). In each round, we first used immobilized Aβ42 monomers to remove monomerbinding scFvs (Fig. 12b ) and then used immobilized Aβ42 fibrils to capture fibril-binders among the remaining scFvs (Fig. 12d) . Surface plasmon resonance using sensor surfaces with immobilized fibrils provided a first ranking of a large number of scFv-phages from culture supernatants, and later of a smaller collection of scFvs free from phages from the most promising clones. These were then used in aggregation kinetics analyses to find candidate scFvs that selectively inhibit secondary nucleation (Fig. 13) . Among seven tested candidates, four had the desired property of selective inhibition of secondary nucleation [79] . Two additional ones inhibited secondary nucleation at low scFV concentration but secondary nucleation and elongation at high scFV concentration, and were therefore discarded. Besides illustrating the power of kinetics to be able to remove scFvs that might potentially increase rather than decrease toxicity, the dual behavior of these two scFvs in different concentration regimes also provide key information that the sites for secondary nucleation and elongation must be different [79] .
Designed antibodies and small molecules as secondary nucleation inhibitors
Secondary nucleation inhibitors can also be produced through rational design of antibody fragments towards discrete regions of the Aβ42 sequence [80] . S100B was recently reported to inhibit secondary nucleation of Aβ42 in the presence of calcium ions [81] . In addition, a number of small molecules have been identified that display inhibition of secondary nucleation of Aβ42 or Aβ40 [82] [83] [84] .
Consequences of secondary nucleation -intra-cellular targets of toxic oligomers
A major consequence of secondary nucleation is the generation of oligomeric aggregates that may in turn be taken up in cells [73, 74] and interact with various biomolecules. We therefore decided to test if diffusible aggregates present in Aβ42 solutions would interact with any specific proteins using protein arrays on microscope slides with close to 10,000 different proteins immobilized in duplicate. To avoid false positives due to sedimenting fibrils, we placed the array on top of the solution with an ongoing aggregation reaction (Fig. 14, [85] ). The rate constants determined for Aβ42 in physiological salt solution were used to guide the experimental setup to cover the time-frame during which the majority of toxic oligomers are generated, which turns out to be the transition phase of the macroscopically observable aggregation curves (Fig. 14a) . This approach lead to the identification of one target significantly above the noise -glycogen synthase kinase 3α (GSK3α, [85] , Fig. 14b,c) , and the interaction of GSK3α with Aβ42 oligomers was validated using thermophoresis, surface plasmon resonance and phosphorylation assays. The results are intriguing because this kinase may phosphorylate protein tau, which is another main player in Alzheimer's disease.
Kinetic analysis
The experimental work reviewed here has been executed in close collaboration with scientists developing kinetic models and analysis procedures [44] [45] [46] [47] 86] . This work used as a starting point the coupled differential equations describing possible composite steps that include as reactants monomers and/or all possible sizes of oligomers and fibrils: i) primary nucleation of monomer only, with rate constant k n and reaction order n c in monomer ii) secondary nucleation of monomers on the surface of fibrils, with rate constant k 2 and reaction order n 2 in monomer iii) elongation by monomer addition at fibril ends, with rate constant k + iv) fibril breakage leading to exposure of new ends for elongation, with rate constant k − .
Due to the complexity of the models, data analysis was performed in a global manner, such that the equations fit the kinetics at several monomer and seed concentrations simultaneously. An interface for these analyses is now available online [86] .
Fibril morphology in relation to secondary nucleation
Polymorphism among amyloid-fibrils of the same peptide is a well-known phenomenon. Individual fibrils may differ in terms of the local packing of monomers, which propagates to distinct structural features at [85] . (a) Using the rate constants, determined in physiological salt buffer at 37 °C it was calculated that most of the toxic oligomers would be generated between 8 and 23 min of a reaction starting from 5 μM monomer at time zero. (b) A protein array microscope slide was placed during this time window on top of a solution with an ongoing aggregation reaction of 5 μM Aβ42 in physiological salt buffer at 37 °C, with a minor fraction being fluorophore labeled to facilitate imaging leading to identification of one putative target, GSK3α, significantly above background (c).
longer length scales such as twist distance and the number of filaments per fibril [87] . The formation of a specific polymorph is governed by its nucleation and growth rates in comparison with other polymorphs. Several polymorphs may co-exist in the same solution; however, the most stable form will eventually dominate the solution since the less stable polymorphs dissolve more quickly than the more stable ones [88] . Industrial crystallization protocols utilize secondary nucleation as a key process to achieve a product with one dominating polymorph [89] . It is also likely that prion propagation, i.e. copying of a parent fibril structure by new aggregates forming in the presence of the parent, may originate from monomer-dependent secondary nucleation [33] . In general, high purity of amyloid protein samples counteracts polymorphism and governs the formation of the same fibril structure in independent replicates of the solution. This is illustrated in the case of Aβ42 fibrils, where two groups separately produced and purified Aβ42 monomers, which were found to self assemble into the same fibril structure [36, 90, 91] . One group used parallel non-seeded samples [36, 90] and the other group used several rounds of seeding [91] , indicating that the fibril form with fastest secondary nucleation, i.e. the one that wins over time during repeated seeding, is also the one that forms spontaneously in pure samples.
A brief not on solubility, stability, metastability, saturation, supersaturation, phase transitions and phase separation Self-assembly into amyloid fibrils involves the spontaneous association of monomers. The monomer concentration, temperature and solution conditions govern whether a solutions is stable, metastable or unstable [16, 17, 92] . At concentrations below the solubility limit, S 0 , sometimes called saturation concentration, the solution remains monomeric for infinite time and this is the thermodynamically most stable state for a homogeneous solution of monomers. In a typical aggregation kinetics experiment, a supersaturated solution, i.e. a solution of monomers at a concentration above S 0 , is created by a sudden change in temperature or pH, or by dilution into aqueous solution from an organic solvent. Under supersaturated conditions, the most stable state is a two-phase system, in which an aggregate phase co-exists with a solution phase of monomers. The system may remain metastable for some time; for large enough system, as in the experiments discussed in this review, this time is highly predictable and reproducible. For the same reason, the width of the metastable zone is time-dependent in a highly reproducible manner for macroscopic samples [92] . Deviation from reproducible kinetics implies that impurities or other perturbations differ from sample to sample. The aggregation of Aβ42 displays the characteristics of a phase transition; at the end of the reaction there is a relatively constant concentration of monomer (ca. 20 nM) co-existing with fibrillar aggregates over a wide range of total monomer concentrations [42] . Huntingtin aggregation has been described as a co-existence of three phases with monomers and oligomers in one liquid phase, large spheres of ca 25 nm diameter in another liquid phase, and fibrils in a solid phase [93] . The presence of ligands, polymers or other substances that preferentially bind or adsorb to the species in one phase are special cases of altered solution conditions that can alter the solubility and shift phase boundaries [92, 94, 95] . It is thus relevant to evaluate whether inhibitors of secondary nucleation shift the equilibrium distribution between free monomers and fibrils. There is also increasing evidence of liquid-liquid phase separations in biology [96] , which may be linked to nucleation of fibril formation [97, 98] .
A note on the use of ThT
The main drawback of using ThT to monitor amyloid formation is the indirect nature of the signal. Direct methods such as NMR spectroscopy to monitor monomer concentration, or direct fluorescence [99] or fluorescence polarization [56] to monitor fibril formation, have the advantage of being non-perturbing, but may suffer from lower signal to noise. For Aβ42 with high aggregation propensity, requiring studies in a low peptide concentration regime, ThT is selected as a practical compromise to report on the overall progression of the reaction. To allow for the use of ThT, we optimized its concentration to an interval (5-20 μM) where its fluorescence signal is linearly dependent on the mass concentration of fibrils [1] . Moreover, by comparing time courses for samples to which ThT had been at different time-points after initiating the reaction, and finding near identity, it was concluded that the presence of ThT in this concentration range does not affect the fibril formation kinetics [40] . The latter is surprising, as any substance that binds to one phase in a transition will affect its equilibrium. Probably ThT binds to fibrils after they form and thereby does not affect the formation kinetics, and if the very slow back-reaction (dissociation of fibrils) is made even slower it does not affect the kinetics of fibril formation, which occurs on shorter time scales.
